Introduction
Experimental designs aim at providing ways and means for efficient data collec this end it is essential that we are able to decide whether one design is better than one. Orthogonality or a high degree of symmetry are some features which immediate appeal; another possibility is to specify an optimality criterion and to two designs through the values which they achieve under this criterion.
Given a particular design for an experimental study the question arises whethe do better, i.e. whether we can improve upon the given design in order to get cl orthogonality, to obtain more symmetry, or to improve upon the value of the op criterion. A rule of thumb is that a design with more symmetry performs Information increasing orderings provide a means to make this idea more precise There also transpires some kind of reconciliation between the more aesthetic of a design, such as orthogonality or symmetry, and the more formal approach t optimality criteria. Kiefer's (1975) notion of 'universal optimality' illustrates th complete symmetry of information matrices, i.e. equal on-diagonal elements an off-diagonal elements, appears side by side with optimality under a wide class of Universal optimality and simultaneous optimality, as introduced below, will thr light on this point.
Information increasing orderings will be introduced in ? 3. They are determin group under which the design problem remains invariant. In order to see how th acts on the model parameterization and on the parameters of interest it is help distinguish the various stages of the experimental design problem; this is done Section 4 uses information increasing orderings to obtain far-reaching opt properties of block designs, without taking any recourse to the general eq theory. The situation is not quite experimental region [-1, +1] ; here in class only. This example, and a br theory, is presented in ?? 5 and 6. S relevant literature.
Continuous designs in the classical linear model
In the discrete design theory, a design ?, for n observations determines in an experimental domain X a finite number of points x, (i = 1,... , 1) and assigns to these points weights ?,(xi) of the form ni/n which sum to 1. Then ,,(xi) = ni/n directs experimenter to make ni observations under experimental condition xi, in a sample of size n.
In the continuous design theory, a design on X is taken to be a probability distribution with finite support. While its support points xi (i = 1,... , 1), say, stil determine a finite number of experimental conditions for experimentation, the weights ?(xi) need not be rational and may attain any value between 0 and 1, specifying the proportion of observations under condition xi. In general, then, a continuous design $ only provides an approximation to a discrete design -, which is realizable.
In order to be able to decide which of two given designs is better we must detail the underlying statistical model. As usual we shall assume a classical linear model
where Y(x) is the observed yield, or response, under experimental condition x, and linearly decomposes into a fixed effects term and a random error term. The fixed effect term f(x)'p depends on the Rk-valued regression function f which determines the effect o the experimental condition x on the expected yield, while f is a real k-dimensional vector of unknown parameters. A prime denotes transposition. The error term e is random with zero mean and unit variance, scaled with an unknown factor a > 0.
Moment matrices
In a classical linear model a natural measure for the performance of an experim design ? is its moment matrix
Fisher information of an exact design ?, for the full parameter ve (n/o2)M(,n) provided M(5,) is nonsingular, where n is the sample model variance. The k x k matrix M(5) is nonnegative-definite, an on 5.
The set of moment matrices obtained from all designs is well known to be convex, due to the passage from discrete to continuous designs, and compact. However, in many cases we are not interested in all designs, but may wish to prescribe the marginals or delimit the support. Thus let t be the set of moment matrices of those designs which in a given situation are taken to compete for optimality; we assume that the set 4 is convex and compact.
Information matrices
Often we are interested, not in the full parameter vector 3, but in an s-dimensional subsystem K'fl where K is a given k x s matrix of rank s. For instance, the full parameter vector P may decompose into s components of interest and k -s nuisance parameters.
The information matrix for K'fl
is best explained using covariance matrices. The simple least-squares estimator for P has covariance matrix (o2/n)M-1, that is Fisher information and the covariance matrix are inverse to each other. Similarly, since the simple least-squares estimator for K'P has covariance matrix (o2/n)K'M-'K, the information matrix for K'fl is (n/u2)J(M).
As is well known an optimal design ? for an s-dimensional parameter system may have a moment matrix M(?) which is singular. It is easy to see why this may happen. At times we may increase the information on the parameters of interest at the cost of decreasing information on the nuisance parameters. In some instances this is pushed to a point where the nuisance parameters are no longer identifiable (estimable, testable) in which case M(?) becomes singular. Of course, the parameters of interest always must stay identifiable.
More formally, a parameter set K'P is identifiable under a design ? if and only if the moment matrix M(?) is such that its range (column space) contains the range of K. Thus identifiability leads to a reduced s x s positive-definite matrix (K'A-K)-1, while nonidentifiability leads to 0. We shall assume that d(K) meets A, that is the feasible set A# contains at least one moment matrix M under which K'fl is identifiable.
Information functionals
The most popular optimality criteria are D-, A-and E-optimality, given by det C (Determinant optimality), trace C-' (Average-variance optimality), Amin(C) (Eigenvalue optimality). Property (b) is essential in view of the proportionality factor n/o2, since then 0((n /a2)J)= (n/a2)qp(J). Hence the factor n/a2, being common to all designs under question, does not aid in comparing any two given designs. Positive homogeneity thus passes on to information functionals the appealing feature of Fisher information of being additive on independent replications, and inversely proportional to the model variance. However, this also means that our considerations account neither for sample size n nor for the model variance a2; all they do is to distribute the proportions of observations over the feasible experimental sites in F.
The third property (c), concavity, reflects the natural requirement that information cannot be increased through interpolation. Lack of concavity is fatal if a functional is to 
Therefore every information functional q is increasing in the Loewner ordering.
All in all the defining properties (a), (b), (c) form a minimum set of requireme which optimality criteria for experimental designs ought to satisfy. On the other ha they are so weak that they result in abundancy of information functionals. The questio whether such a bewildering variety is desirable.
I think the situation is best compared with loss functions. Although squared error los the one used most commonly, other loss functions do exist, and awareness of other functions helps distinguish squared error loss. Some procedures may even be optimal w respect to a wide class of loss functions, delimited for instance by convexity boundedness. Knowning such properties is reassuring, even though it may not becom visible when the task is to solve a practical problem.
Quite similarly the discussion of general information functionals provides pro evidence of the consequences which the choice of a particular criterion entails. T points are worth mentioning. First we may be able to identify designs which perform under a wide class of criteria. For instance an information matrix is maximal in the Loewner ordering if and only if it is optimal with respect to all information functi This is further elaborated in the following section on invariance where we shall distin between universal optimality and simultaneous optimality.
Secondly we do obtain further insight that the traditional criterion of determin optimality rightly plays such a distinguished role, quite similarly to squared error The determinant criterion is distinguished through the general theory in that it is th one which is self-polar (see ? 5 for details), and that it is the last criterion to be left when the class of information functionals is narrowed down through invariance as s in 3.
Information increasing orderings
Designs which show more symmetry tend to be more informative. The mat expression of symmetry is invariance under a suitable group of transformati essence of the argument is as follows. Suppose 6 is a group of transformations g acting on the s x s information matrices C. Assume that 0 is an information functional which is a-invariant, that is q(gC)= 4(C). Then symmetrization increases information since 0 (Zj aiiiC) > : Z 4(giC) = 0(C) whenever min ai ' 0 and i = 1. The inequality follows from concavity, and equality from invariance.
Unfortunately details of this are somewhat more laborious. First we start with a grou G acting on the experimental domain X, and then we deal with the induced group which acts on the model parameterization, and 6 which acts on the parameters o interest. Invariance considerations for estimation and testing problems require the sam detour.
1 Invariance
The starting point is a group G which acts on the experimental domain X the experimental conditions x enter into the fixed effects through the k-dime regression function f, we assume that there is a group G on Rk such that the translate according to f(gx) = gf(x), i.e. the regression function f is G-G-equivariant. We are dealing with linear models, and hence our essential assumption is that the group G is a group of linear transformations, i.e. a subgroup of the general linear group GL(k). It is convenient to denote the members of G by Q rather than by g whence the action on Rk is y -> Qy as usual. For moment matrices M this induces the congruence transformation
Next we make sure that the quantities which enter into the optimal design problem remain invariant under the group G. Firstly we require that the set /M of competing moment matrices is invariant, i.e. Q-AQ' = A for all Q e~G.
When the parameter system of interest is K'P we secondly demand that the range (column space) of K is invariant, i.e. Q(range K) = range K for all Q e G. This invariance property is well known from hypothesis testing. For since expected yield is f(x)'l, the action f(x) -Qf(x) on the regressors induces the action /3--> Q'/f on the parameters. Thus a linear hypothesis K'P = 0 is invariant if and only if the null spaces of K' and of K'Q' are equal, that is K and QK have the same range.
Since we measure information through information matrices J(M) we need to evaluate terms like J(QMQ'). Now range invariance of K guarantees that for every Q e there exists some s Given two moment matrices M and A we define M to be at least as informative under 6, as A if M is larger in the Loewner ordering than some matrix B which is more centered under G than A. Formally: M >A <:A M > B cony GA for some BE NND(k).
The set of information matrices is equipped with the corresponding preordering > relative to the induced group 4.
If among moment matrices M is at least as informative as A then we have shown above that among information matrices J(M) is at least as informative as J(A), and that 6-invariant information functionals preserve this order. Heritability from one stage down to the next fails to hold for the relation of being more centered: if M is more centered under G than A then it follows that J(M) is, not more centered, but more informative under 4 than J(A). This indicates that the information preordering is more natural for the underlying problem than mere group majorization, even though it is slightly more involved.
Universal optimality versus simultaneous optimality
Our next goal is to clarify the relation between maximizing the information preordering, and optimality simultaneously for all invariant information functionals. Kiefer's (1975) result is the first in this direction. From that paper we borrow the notion of universal optimality, but confine it here to mean maximization in the information The situation becomes particularly transparent in the case when 6 is a compact subgroup of the orthogonal group Orth (s). Then every information matrix C has in the convex hull of its orbit a unique invariant and hence most centered matrix C.
Indeed, C may be obtained through the linear operation of centering with respect to Haar probability measure do, C = Oc d. For universal optimality it is then sufficient to study the restriction of the Loewner preordering to those information matrices which are invariant, and this often greatly facilitates the problem. In this case universal optimality coincides with simultaneous optimality with respect to all a-invariant information functionals; i.e. a moment matrix M E st is universally optimal for K'# in /t if and only if M has AR-maximal 4-information for K'/, for every information functional 0 which is a-invariant.
The concept of universal optimality appears to be more restrictive than the concept of simultaneous optimality, in that the latter more easily extends to groups which are neither compact nor amenable. An example of a nonamenable group is the group Unim (s) = { e GL(s) Idet Q = ?1} of transformations which are unimodular, i.e. volume preserving.
Here is a list of some known cases. As the group 6 grows, the class of invariant information functionals shrinks. The ultimate survivor is the determinant criterion.
(i) When C = {I,) is trivial, then all information functionals are invariant, and the information preordering coincides with the Loewner preordering.
(ii) When 6 = Perm (s) is the group of s x s permutation matrices, we are lead to
Kiefer's original notion of universal optimality; no characterizations of the class of invariant information functionals nor of the information preordering is available. Since QM(W)Q' = M(WS') again l is invariant, and the action on the weight matrices is multivariate majorization from the right.
Treatment contrasts
First we concentrate on the symmetrized treatment contrasts (ar -, . . . , a& -.)'
that is K'P with K = , K, = I, -i, where J, is the v x v matrix with all entries equal to 1/v. For the treatment relabelling group we find QK = KR. Hence the induced the permutation group Perm (v), and simultaneous optimality covers those functionals which are permutationally invariant.
A given weight matrix W may be improved upon through its cente J~ W = 1is'. Designs of the form 1Ts' may be called equi-replicated product the uniform treatment marginals 1, = (1/v)l1 indicate equal replicati treatment, and since the joint distribution lvs' on all treatment block combi product of the treatment marginals and the block marginals.
The information matrix for the symmetrized treatment contrasts is oft C-matrix, and equals
In the special case of equi-replicated product designs ls' we obtain C(1, independently of the block marginals s. Altogether we have proved the follo RESULT 1. The equi-replicated product designs have .A-maximal 4q-inform symmetrized treatment contrasts, for all those information functionals q5 permutationally invariant.
For the block relabelling group we find that QK = K whence the in S= {I,) is trivial. Here simultaneous optimality covers all information funct hence coincides with optimality in the Loewner ordering. Given a weight m centering operation WJb = rl' yields an improvement in the Loewner C-matrices, but stays in the class .A(r, .) corresponding to designs with giv marginals r.
For the product designs W = rs' the C-matrix is found to be C(rs') independently of s. As for identifiability we must demand that all compon treatment marginals r are positive. Hence we have shown Result 2. RESULT 4. The uniform design 1,j' has At-maximal 4-information for the maxima parameter system given above, for all those information functionals q which are invarian under the treatment block relabelling group.
Results 1 and 2 and, restricted to the means p,, also Results 3 and 4 may be derived from the general equivalence theory as well. The present approach would seem to involve less technicalities, besides being more powerful conceptually. However, it remains an open question whether it also extends to improve upon or establish optimality of incomplete block designs, i.e. designs with a restricted support set.
Comparing Results 1 and 2, or 3 and 4 it becomes obvious that a shrinking class of competing designs comes with a growing class of optimality criteria for simultaneous optimality. Anyway, when the experimental domain X fails to be finite one can no longer hope that centering is powerful enough to lead to optimality. The quadratic regression model will serve as an example.
Optimality of quadratic regression designs
Here we consider the regression function f(x) = (1, x, x2)' on the symmetric experimental domain X = [-1, + 1], with underlying linear model Y(x) = fo + 0fx + f2X2 + oe.
All designs ? are taken to be feasible, i.e. the class A of moment matrices is as large as possible.
Symmetric three-point designs
By symmetry we feel that an optimal design will place mass 1 -a, say, at 0 and divide the remaining a mass equally on +1. Hence define the symmetric three-point design ( through W h(-1) = s n(+1) = j/2, ,(0) = 1 -a, a [0, I].
We shall now justify our feeling and explore its domain of validity. 
Design improvement
A first improvement is made by passing from a given design ?(x) to the centered version &(x) = (?(x) + ?(-x))/2, with moment matrix o fx4Oda
Since f x4 d~ < a?, any such matrix can be improved upon in the Loewner ordering by a 0a
As it happens M, is the moment matrix of the symmetric three-point intuitively appealing restriction to symmetric three-point designs is qu For every design ? there exists a informative as 5.
When we are interested in ortho the class of designs even further. the moment matrices M,, are in must satisfy ar> i. The case a subsets is identifiable under 1. Of { ,,2 1 a < 1} one can show that in some parameter subset and for so In summary, quadratic regression tions lead to a considerable simpli subclass of all symmetric three-p analysis, namely to maximize the g(a) = Op(J(M,)), a E Cubic regression already behaves the general equivalence theory. We is needed here.
General equivalence theory
An optimality criterion other than D-optimality but of similar statistical import is globally oriented G-optimality which calls for minimization of maxxEgf(x)'M(f)-1f(x) Kiefer & Wolfowitz (1960) proved the Equivalence Theorem of the continuous theory, which says that the two criteria of D-optimality for the full parameter 3, and G-optimality lead to the same class of optimal designs. The result was preceded by th special case of polynomial regression where the G-optimal designs of Guest (1958) and the D-optimal designs of Hoel (1958) were observed to coincide. This came as a surpris to the people working in the field, or as Kiefer put it: 'In fact the startling coincidenc that these two people have the same first two initials (P.G.) and you can compute the odds of that!!'.
It is not longer the case that the general equivalence theory shows the equivalence of two criteria each of which being statistically appealing and important in its own right Rather, the theory seeks to exhibit necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality which are easy to verify. We now outline some of the general results, for designs ? whic maximize information for a parameter system K'P when information is measured by a information functional q. Since for a parameter system K'P the information matrix is J(M), we must maximize the composite function q(J(M(?))) when ? varies over a subset of designs E feasible for the problem under question. As in the block design setting, E may be the set of all designs, of all designs with given marginals, of all designs with prescribed support, etc.
The General Equivalence Theorem
A first step consists in singling out the matrix part of the problem. To this end let U b the set of feasible moment matrices M(E). Assume that U is convex and compact, and that it intersects d(K). For a given information functional 4 the matrix problem then reads:
Maximize p(J(M)) subject to M e At.
An optimal solution to this problem is said to have M-maximal 4q-information for K'fl.
In order to characterize optimality we need the polar functional given by o(D) = inf trace CD1/(C).
CEPD(s)
Very little can be said about its statistical meaning except that it, too, is an inform functional. More can be said in special cases. The mean rp, has polar fun proportional to q where p and q are conjugate over [-oo, +1] ; that is p + q = pq unique self-polar member is the mean qPo thus providing another distinctive view determinant optimality. Optimality may now be characterized as follows. The characterization of optimal moment matrices is thus split into two parts, accordin to the fact that the objective function is a composition of the functions 4 and J. The fir part is in terms of the s x s matrices C and D, and involves the polar informatio functional 0o. In many cases condition (i) determines a unique and explicit solution and hence simplifies drastically. For instance, for the generalized means q4, condition has the unique solution D = CP-'/trace CP.
GENERAL EQUIVALENCE
Thus all the emphasis is on the second part of the theorem concerning the k x matrices G, B and A. The key feature is that the competing moment matrices A enter condition (ii) linearly, while inversions and other more involved computations are required of the optimality candidate M and the associated matrix B only. As pointed out before, uniform optimality is the same as simultaneous optimality w respect to all information functionals. Hence the corollary may be used to prove Resul of ? 4.2, but the argument given there seems to be simpler.
The second corollary gives a sufficient condition for the existence of an optim information matrix, based on the polar information functional o0.
COROLLARY ON EXISTENCE. Suppose the information functional 4 is such that its po functional 4O is strictly isotonic. Then there exists a moment matrix M e d which ha At-maximal 4-information for K'f.
As already mentioned the mean 4 p + q = pq. Hence when p < 1 then 4 exists a moment matrix with .A-max
The polar function of q1 is #_-regression model provides a simple e For the full parameter vector 3 maximal value would be a = 1 except no p1-optimal design for 3 exists. The third corollary shows that giv optimal moment matrices may be matrix equation.
COROLLARY ON MULTIPLICrrY. Supp
Let M E be a moment matrix which some k x k matrix as stipulated in moment matrix AE also has .t0-
This corollary was actually used to establish the multiplicities stated in R ? 4, but again the straightforward argument given there seems to be more the quadratic regression model uniqueness of the symmetric three-point d be proved using the corollary, if one so desires.
Conclusion
In conclusion it may be appropriate to enumerate the various degrees of (c) We need an optimality criterion, i.e. pick some information functional 4).
(d) We must delimit the class of competing designs, i.e. decide on a convex and compact set A of moment matrices which are feasible. Given a practical problem these points will certainly vary in their importance, but all of them are supported by the general theory.
Similar reservations apply to invariance considerations. If a problem shows symmetries and if the transformations of the induced group 0 are linear then the information preordering will be a helpful tool. But, of course, a problem need not show any symmetries, or it may fail to lead to linear transformations. Whether invariance applies to a particular problem is a matter of practical consideration as well. In the quadratic regression model the design variable x may be an indicator of location, varying from the 'left end' x = -1 through the 'midpoint' x = 0 towards the 'right end' x = +1; invariance under a sign change will then be a reasonable requirement.
In another practical application x may be time. Then a sign change would mean exchanging 'yesterday' and 'tomorrow' which is absurd. The quotation on the initials 'P.G Theorem, as presented here, is take convex analysis are given by Puk existence using polar functionals is (1985) . The corollaries on .unifor Pukelsheim (1980) . That paper also support of an optimal design 5. S functionals QL(C) = trace CL are also to all p-means, admissibility, and bo
